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Description of Dete. eney 

The double fire dows, (CC2) at the vest end of the unit 2 auxiliary 
inst. mt room on control building elevation 713.0 failed during a CO 
fire protection system concentration test conducted as part of preopeds
tional test TVA-35A. The doors, which were designed to open Into the room, 
were blown outuard, hinges vere bent, hinge seowe ware sheared, and the 
-aO -r1ne ws bent and -separated frim the wall. The failure occurred Just 
before the end of a timed CO discharge uwen the room pressure bad reached 
approximately 12 inches of Jiter and when the CO concentration had reached 
52 percent. The test acceptance criteria for eecetration ws 50 percent.  

Identical doors did not fall during a ocomentration testcnduoted In the 
unit 1 auxiliary instrument room. No damage has resulted from over
pressurization In previous CO system tests in other areas at Vatts Bar and 
at other TVA nuclear plants eeept as noted in Sequoyah Nuclear Plant 
nonconformance report SO MM 7942 (dated December 5, 1979). This 
exception Involved a structural deficiency that ws peculiar to Sequcyah.  

Although room pressure was monitored during the concentration tests, no 
acceptance criteria for the pressure ws specified in the preoperational 
test instruction. Such criteria were omitted since the personel 
establishing the preoperational test requirements did not expect room 
preocures during the concentration test that would result in any structural 
damages.  

Safety Implications 

The failure of a door during a fire In a CO,-proteoted comartmm t could 
result in not reaching or maintaining suffidient CO conoentratiun to 
extinguish the fire. Such a failure could allow daL;e to safe shutdowm 
equipment to exceed the limits established by section 11.0 of 10 CPR 50 
Appendix R.  

Corrective Action 

In.,ection of the failed doors indicates that the lover flush bolt looking 
the lInactive leaf of the double door-u8s not engeaed in the strike plate at 
the floor. No damage, scuffing, or marring of the strike plate or floor 
uas evident. Also, the flush bolt would not operate freely within the 
flush bolt guides, whioh us apparently present before the door failure 
occurred, and uas the primary faotor contributing to the failure of the 
doors.



* . TV1 has completed an evmluation of the presmm limiting structural 
elemonts associated with doors, l, nd ventilation dacting in all 
safety-related CO -protected areas at Matts Bar. Acceptance criteria 
omenInM C02 miimum presmre has been. Incorporated into preoperatimal 
test TIA-35A, CO Fire Protection (Powerhouse) and TYA-M5, CO Protection 
System (Diesel gn2&ertor Building). A precaution to ensure fl"W-rated 
doors ae closed and latches, nlumh bolts, etc., are functionl and 
securely fastened or engaged before COa i discharWed and a procedure for 
stop% A the discharge before exc.edins allowmble pressures has also been 
added.  

Doors for the uwit 2 auxiliary Instrummet room will be replaced under 
engineering change notice (EC2) 3041. As a result of the pressure limiting 
amlysis, additional bracing for the tops of the wmlls in units 1 and 2 
auxiliary instr.euet room and the control building compater room is being 
added under CX *41. Thers' modiNfntions will be completed by 
October 31,-1963.  

So retest of any hazards area that has been satisfactorily tested before 
establishing the acceptance criterla and precautionary measure will be 
required. However, any subsequent testing will conform to the requiements 
of the revisd preoerational test douments which will prevent recurrence 
of this condition.  

The failure of the door for the VW unit 2 Is considered to be an isolated 
occurrence. The requirement for the adlitional bracing of the walls is a 
resolution of the specific manl ,design This problem has no generic 
implication for other TTA plants.


